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ABSTRACT
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1. Introduction

In their recent work jointly with L.P.Grishchuk and

Ya.B.Zel'dovich [1] the authors have discussed the problem of

the degree of generality of such a phenomenon as inflation in

Friedmann cosmological models with a massive scalar field. They

have studied a theory described by the action

(1.1)

where blp— £ ~ ̂  %%*\Q G-2.V i s the Planck mass and \T\,
*)is mass associated with a scalar field. The theory aims at

finding a number of solutions with a sufficiently long-term

inflationary stage among the total number of solutions in such

models. This determines our attitude to the inflationary way of

the development of cosmology. II it turned out that a share of

inflationary solutions in a sea of all possible types of evolution

is small, we would have an unattractive theory within the frame-

work of which it would be difficult to explain why evolution of

the Universe has unique (unstable) solutions. The results obtained

We are using an energetic system of units where the velocity

of light, Planck constant and Boltzmann constant equal unity.

Latin indices take the values 0,1,2,3, Greek indices - 1,2,3.

The time is designated as X = X and differentiation over time t

is marked by a dot. The interval is written as -d% ~ 3 L K "^

where H-VK n a s a signature \~ "> ~^' j



in [1] and herein reveal that in homogeneous cosmological models

with a scalar field the inflationary stage of required duration

is observed in mostsolutions, therefore inflation is a certain

general fundamental property of these models and does not depend

only on the choice of specific initial data. We believe this

conclusion is very important, and if it could be extended in

future to the general inhomogeneous case, it will substantially

reinforce the real physical foundation of the idea of inflation.

The method of our research is the qualitative theory of

dynamical systems which in the considered simple models permits

to get a sufficiently comprehensive idea of a set of all integral

trajectories, to divide them into inflationary trajectories and

those which do not possess this property, and prolonging them

behind in time, to obtain traces of these and those on the

initial manifold. This manifold has been called in [1] the

quantum boundary and has been defined as a set of those points

of the phase space where the energy density of the scalar field

reaches (if to go along the trajectories behind in time) a certain

characteristic quantum value W L j . If the phase space is |1_ -

dimensional, this boundary is a tlH -dimensional surface

distinguishing in the phase space a certain region where it still

stands to reason to use equations of the classical gravity theory.

After such an analysis it is not already difficult to find the
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ratio of the number of inflationary solutions to the total number

of solutions, if to define the appropriate measure in the space

of initial data on the quantum boundary. The number of solutions

in any set or, accordingly, the number of phase trajectories in

any bunch is determined, like in [1], by the value of the volume

of the part of the quantum boundary onto which the considered

bunch is mapped when prolonged behind in time. This procedure is

grounded on certain assumptions on the character of the initial

quantum stage we do not yet know, since this assumption is equiv-

alent to the assumption on equiprobable distribution of the

classical initial data emerging on the quantum boundary.However,

this determination is the simplest out of all possible and in the

absence of the theory of quantum onset is the only acceptable.

It is necessary to stress that the results of our qualitative

studies can be applied to find the degree of generality of

inflationary solutions also in the case of any other distribution

of probabilities of the classical initial data on the quantum

boundary.

It is noteworthy that in homogeneous cosmological models

one can find a simple and natural estimate of the number of

inflationary solutions or, accordingly, of the number of solutions

not possessing sufficiently long-term inflationary stages (the

latter solutions will be called, like in [1], unfavourable). In

[1] this estimate has been found for the case of the flat Friedmann

model. It proves that in the flat model the ratio of unfavourable

solutions to the total number of all possible solutions coincides

by order of magnitude with VW/hfUj, . On the other hand, it

is well known (see [2,3]) that so that the inflationary models

agree with the up-to-date observational data, it is required that

M-
t I:
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this ratio be small, namely: iTL/nT, ' v /i0 ^~'O . This nontrivial

coincidence solves the problem in favour of the overwhelming

majority of inflationary solutions in the flat Friedmann model.

For the case of the open and closed models in [1] there have been

given arguments revealing that here also the number of inflationary

solutions is sufficiently large but we have failed to get the

appropriate numerical characteristic of this assertion. This

difficulty is due to the fact that equations for the open and

closed models is an essentially three-dimensional system (in

contrast to the flat model where the phase space is two-dimensional)

and the investigation of the behaviour of trajectories in the

three-dimensional case is more sophisticated.

In this paper we shall bridge this gap and give a simple

method of a similar analysis also for three-dimensional systems

describing the open and closed Friedmann models as well as the

Bianchi 1-type model which has not been dealt with in [1]. It proves

that in the closed Friedmann model the ratio of the number of un-

favourable solutions to the total number of solutions amounts to 1/4

and in the open and 1-type model it is given by the same

small value lit / yrx, •> as in the flat model. On the
' 1

whole, there is an impression that the flat model plays a dominating

role in the mechanism of inflation. It is interesting that

inflationary properties of the cosmological models we are studying

are determined by a universal attractor which is no other than an

inflationary separatrix of the flat Friedmann model. This separatrix

calculated and described in [1], corresponds to a unique cosmologic-

al solution with the maximum degree of inflation which in the

two-dimensional phase space of the flat model attracts the trajec-

tories and in its close vicinity makes them experience long-term

inflationary stages. The open and closed Friedmann modeld as well

-5-

as the anisotropic 1-type model have three-dimensional phase space,

whereas the space of the flat model is part of the two-dimensional

boundary of each of them. It turns out that the inflationary sepa-

ratrix lying on the boundary of these three-dimensional spaces

attracts most trajectories, among which not only those filling in

the two-dimensional boundary .Since there are no other inflation

centers in the phase spaces of the models under study, the separa-

trix of the flat model is the only and universal attractor respon-

sible for the existence of an overwhelmingly broad class of

inflationary solutions in investigated cosmological models.

The general structure of phase trajectories in these models is

also of interest.lt is important that the entire phase space of the

1-type model and open Friedmann model as well as the most part of

the phase space of the closed model can be filled in with two-di-

mensional invariant cross-sections,glued together exactly along the

inflationary separatrices.Then it is easy to describe the behaviour

of phase trajectories on each cross-section and to find out that it

is qualitatively equivalent to the one emerging in the flat Fried-

mann model and whose description is given in [1].

In conclusion, note that the similarity of the energy-momentum

tensor of the scalar field with the energy-momentum tensor of the

perfect liquid helps understand the physical meaning of the theory

(1.1).From (1.1) it follows

"*" } (1.2)

which can be written as

T — (£ + P^U_-M +P5l'K

where 1i . •— vO ,

-6-



In homogeneous cosmological models in the synchronous reference

system (<Jkoc~~'l J Sc*.~ ̂  ) a n d a t o n ly time-dependent potential

<J> -= ^ ( " f l t n e effective energy density £. and pressure P

will be

Then the reference system is coraoving

2. Anisotropic 1-type model

What has been given in the Introduction can be most effective-

ly demonstrated for a homogeneous 1-type Bianchi model with the

metric

= -dt\ (2.1)

In the theory described by the action (1.1) a system of

Einstein equations and equations of motion for the metric (2.1)

and only time-dependent potential ^ — ^ ("tjean be divided into

three parts which can be conveniently written if the following

designations for metric coefficients are introduced

as well as the isotropic component of Hubble parameters

(2.3)

Then the first part of the equations is a closed system for the

functions H(t) and^(t) :

(2.4)

the second part serves to define the anisotropy coefficients

and ^ -

(c,\i)'=O ,
(2.5)

and the third part is an additional constraint on the first two

(2.6)

We shall see that the basic equations of the model (2.4)

describe a three-dimensional system in the phase space *-j* , v^

and H . Alongside with these quantities and the time "fc i

one can conveniently employ also diraensionless variables

X M ^ (regarded as cartesian coordinates in the Euclidean

space) and the parameter h :

In terms of these variables Eqs.(2.4) acquire the form

(2.8)

and the additional constraint (2.6) says

So, the phase space is the interior of the cone 2 — X H"H >

we are being interested only in its upper half \ ?- -•*• C?J correspond-

ing to a model of expanding Universe (cL~> O ^ . The surface of

this cone is a two-dimensional invariant manifold of the system

(2.8) and is no other that the phase space of the flat isotropic

Friedmann model. Actually equality in (2.9) occurs (as it follows

from (2.6) and the freedom od scale transformations) when the

anisotropy coefficients Ĵ , and >̂ can be put equal to zero.

M
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In the finite region of variation of the variables the system

(2.8) has only one singularity - i.e., the originfX ,4,1) ~~ \P)0,0/ .

This point is a stable three-dimensional focus. All trajectories

come into it winding clockwise (if to look at it from above) and

are asymptotically tangent to the surface of the cone 2 = X. +-K •

(The exception is only one vacuum trajectory - axis 2. . It comes

into the focus vertically). The first terms of the asymptotics of

the solutions in the vicinity of the focus are

l 3*7 (2.10)

H - "T^r (2.ii)

When trajectories come into the focus, ~t ~̂ * ~f" =>=:> .The quantity

W is an arbitrary constant and the remaining two arbitrary

constants are contained in the successive terms of the expansion

over 4 / "t- . Thus the f ocus (X^M 21 | —(0^0, 0 ) corresponds to the

final stages of boundless expansion at which the field *~p

oscillates attenuating and the expansion becomes isotropic like in

the well-known Heckmann-Schucking model. The anisotropy coefficients

tend to zero according to the law

"t (2.12)

(2.13)

and the scale factor tends to infinity as

t CIt follows from (1.5) that £. C O "t ? p c^> t

Thus the averaged pressure becomes zero and the scalar field

at these stages imitates a dust-like medium.

The described focus is the only point which attracts all the

trajectories. All other singular points of the system (2.8) repulse
^ j, j.

integral curves and lie on infinity X. + 4 ̂ T: — ° ° . These points

-9-

correspond to the initial eosmological singularity and for their

resolution it is convenient to compactify the phase space adding

it with an infinitely distant boundary like it has been successfully

done in [1]. In terms of the spherical coordinates

Eqs.(2.8) become

9,, =

and the constraint (2.9) for -2 "> Q yields

0 ^ B^ 3i A

Transformation of the radius and time

(2.15)

(2.16)

finally leads to the system

5- = -
.IB)

with already compact phase space. It can be interpreted as the

interior of the spherical sector (2.16) with a unit radius. Each

point of the original phase space is mapped along its radius-vector

onto a certain point of the interior of the sector and the infinity
Ji ,,X, _a^ *) i •
X + 3 + i — *-x;> is mapped onto the "roof" of the sector Pi^ , It IS
_

In geometrical constructions we are using here and elsewhere

we regard P (? } y as spherical coordinates of a certain

new space with the cartesian coordinates X = PSinlĴ OS'f, ML — PStnOSlH'}',

2.= 0(059 . The new space matches the original space so that

-10-



evident from (2.18) that there are three types of singular points

on the "roof". All of them together with the sector are given in

Fig.l. Singularities of the first type continuously fill in an

arc K I Kj \ $=J\ ̂ Y=j\fHA except the point £ (Northern pole),

which should be studied separately since it belongs to singularities

of another type. All other points of the arc are repulsion knots,

each of them repulsing a two-dimensional bunch of trajectories

along the directions, normal with respect to the arc. The asymptotic,

of the solutions in the vicinity of these points is

(2.19)

The time in this formula starts increasing from the moment T. ~ 0 .

The choice of the constant (_ fixes this of some other singular

obey the two constraints

(_ g

point along the arc K ' K^lLGl @ = yttJi fflp L jand then the choice of

trajectories in a two-dimensional bunch outgoing from the chosen

point is determined by an arbitrary constant "CQ *> 0 . From

the remaining relations (2.2)-(2.6) it is now easy to find an

asymptotical expression for the metric near X ~ 0 -

-as*=-dt*+ tV" ,,.,.,

(continued from page 9)

the new axes ^ W £_ coincide with the axes X.U 1 of tne

original space and, consequently, the angular variables t? and U^

for the both spaces are identical. Then each point of the space

)(, U ^ is mapped according to the law (2.17) along its radius-

vector onto a certain point of the interior of the sphere P"*̂  -\

^ 4 d h i f i i t Y ^ iin the space X •> and the infinity Y +^ +i = « of the

original space transfers to the surface of the sphere P =

-11-

where the exponents

The negligibly small influence of all terms with the mass nt

on the equations of the model is inherent to this asymptotics, this

asymptotics has first been derived by us in [4] where the character

of cosmological singularities in the presence of a massless

scalar field has been investigated. The energy-momentum tensor

of this field is identical with the energy-momentum tensor of the

perfect liquid with the stiff equation of state p — £,

Another type of solutions is described by trajectories

outgoing from the singular point L . They also form a two-

dimensional bunch of curves ejected from L in directions,

normal with respect to the arc K^PKj^ , but the asymptotics

of the solutions near the initial singularity is here different

t (2.22)

The initial singularity "£_ — O corresponds to the point I

and the time starts increasing from this value. v-po is an

arbitrary constant. The asymptotical form of the metric near X = 0

is described by the vacuum Kasner solution

(2.23)

Among these solutions there is an exact vacuum solution: v ^ H O

(at ̂  •= 0 ) whose trajectory is the pole axis r r (axis Z. )•
'0

As is clear from (2.22) and (1.5), in the vicinity of the

initial singularity a characteristic inflationary equation of

-12-



state f -J- j> — O is realized in these solutions. However, simple

estimates reveal that the inflationary stage suitable for cosmolog-

ical applications should start here long prior to the Planck

— 2 4 4

m o m e n t o f t i m e ( p r i o r t o 1 0 T O f s t i l l e a r l i e r ) , i . e . , i n t h e

region where classical cosmology does not hold. In this sense

these solutions cannot be regarded as inflationary in the commonly

acknowledged meaning of the term.

And finally, the last type of solutions is represented by

trajectories outgoing from the points S J and S^. , them

being the saddle points. Each of them ejects into the physical

phase space only one trajectory entirely lying on the surface of

the cone 2*. = X + ^ • These are the inflationary separatrices

of the flat isotropic model. These unique solutions emerge only in

the theory jfn, ~f Q and describe the cosmological evolution

starting in the infinitely remote past and subject to a strong

effect of inflation (stronger than in the De-Sitter solution).

Their asymptotics near the initial singularity is

t H = - ̂ m L (2.25)

Here "t "*--» Q and increases from the valueX—"°° corresponding to

the i n i t i a l singularity. The plus in (2.25) corresponds to the

point ^ ! L ( *"P "^ Q ). the minus - to the point S, ( v̂> *> O >•

The anisotropy coefficients d, and p for these solutions are

zero, and the scale factor CL- grows according to an extremely

fast law

(- I (2.26)

In comparison, the energy density of the scalar field changes

-13-

rather slowly

'x (2.27)

which is consistent with the usual reguirements on properties of

inflationary stages. Since for (2.25 ) vf> <JC M, iP , it is

clear from (1.5) that in this region the effective equation of

state is g. + p = O .Unlike the former case h o w it

actually corresponds to the real effect of inflation studied in

[1]. In [1] there has also been given a detailed description of the

entire phase diagramme of the surface of the cone "£*"— X, + M[

in the same notations and in the same t.errnLnaloo'L as in the

present paper. For convenience of the reader we reproduce this

diagramme with minimum of necessary explanations in Fig.2 and 3,

So, above we have described all trajectories filling in the

interior of our spherical sector and the cone surface. What has

been done should be added with a description of those nonphysical

integral curves which fill in its "roof" P = 4 .(2.18) shows

that this upper boundary of the sector is also a two-dimensional

invariant manifold of the system under study. Putting in (2.18)

J* •= \ , we get

(2.28)

whose exact solution is

\ y (2.29)

Here 9/*̂ * 0 is a n arbitrary constant. The phase diagramme of

this two-dimensional system is shown in Fig.4 (the "roof" from

above). Each singular point of the arc <C f* tC ejects in directions,

normal with respect to it, two trajectories which afterwards

- l i t -



come into the points Jj and Oj^, . Thus, the right- and left-

hand halves of the "roof" of the spherical sector form two-dimen-

sional incoming separatrices of the three-dimensional saddle points

S n and Su •
Let us resume Fig.l where the solid lines indicate separatriees

of the flat model 4' •) Oj^r and two nonphysical trajectories KS.

and txSijj outgoing from any point K, of the arc )\ P Ki,

Let us fancy filling the obtained closed contour K S ^ P S J J V N

with all trajectories outgoing from the point K. and coming

into the focus p . These trajectories, as has already been

mentioned, form a two-dimensional bunch, i.e., fill in a certain

two-dimensional surface in a three-dimensional phase space. From

simple considerations of continuity it is clear that this surface

is stretched upon this con̂ oUf- K S T~̂ j VC .Identical two-dimensional

invariant cross-sections are associated with each point of the

arc K^ P V N ^ {including the cross-section of singular trajectories

PS^pS-x,P ). an<i all of them continuously fill in the

interior of our spherical sector. Each invariant cross-sections

corresponds to K S.F Ŝ_î> i symmetric with respect to it,

where the point is located on the arc symmetrically

to the point K. with respect to the center P . The both cross-

sections together form a smooth cone-like surface.enclosed inside

the cone X, =. )C +- ̂ L and tangent to it along the separatrices

*»,. f and So p • The intersection of this surface with the "roof"

of the spherical sector form a closed curveVgiven in Figs.l and

described by Eq. (2.29) at a certain fixed value of the constant

^ .The mapping of this curve onto the horizonthal plane

is an ellipsis.

To obtain exact oquations of the described invariant

cross-sections is difficult due to their sophisticated behaviour

-15-

in the oscillation vicinity of the focus h • Yet, for our

analysis this is not required since the inflationary stages

interesting for us, may exist only beyond this vicinity. This is

evident from the universal asymptotics (2 .10)-(2.13), whose charac-

ter has nothing to do with inflationary. From (2.10) and from the

last equation out of (2.15) it follows that the oscillation

vicinity of the focus may be singled out by means of the constraint

?)f ̂ £ \ • In t n e region of the phase apace where

A (2.30)

one can obtain sufficiently approximated equations of invariant

cross-sections if to use in this region the expansion over the

quantity ^/2)l" • Then the first approximation to our dynamical

system are Eqs.(2.15), in the right-hand side of the last equation

of which the term ~ "i should be omitted if to assume

\ (2.31)

The thus derived approximated system is integrablfc exactly and, as

its invariant cross-sections, has the elliptical cones described

by Eq.(2.29>. Now (2.29) at a fixed value of the constant Q

should be regarded not only as an equation for a closed integral

curve, e.g., K S«j K Jĵ \<s. on the "roof" of the spherical sector

but also as an equation for the surface - elliptical cone formed

by radius-vectors of all points of this curve. The described

first approximation can most conveniently be studied in cartesian

coordinates, if to rewrite Eqs.(2.15) with the omitted term - \

in the last of them according to the relation (2.14) in terms of

, we get

^ *) 1 " ^ (2.32)

-16-

the variables X 1. "7"

m

*
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Invariant two-dimensional cross-sections of this system are

(2.33)H1--
where Q. is the same constant as in (2,29).

The elliptical cones (2.33) are located inside the cone surface

"2. = X "t ̂  and are tangent to it along the generatrices

U = C , 2"— t X but not along the separatrices St \- andS^F,

as should have been for exact invariant cross-sections. This is

accounted for by inapplicability of the approximation (2.32),(2.33)

near the planes )C- 0 ( COV-f = 0 ) and M = O <Sin(j--O>>

where the inequality (2.31) may be violated even at large values

of the factor *>y~ .Therefore in the vicinity of these planes

the form of the cross-sections (2.33) should be modified, with

the successive terms of the expansion over Aj 3f~ taken into

account. Such modified equations for cross-sections should be

sought for in the form Sl'ffy - \ COS5.0 Si h~XQ +-ffe)/V

where + (Q \ is found from (2.15). If to perform these calculations

we discover that the invariant cross-sections in the vicinity of

alongthe plane M — 0 are tangent to the cone ~£_ — X + 4

the separatrices ^tl~ and Sj_P but not along the generatrices

2; = "t X. , as should have entailed from the approximated rela-

tion (2.33).

Now consider the behaviour of trajectories of the system (2.32)

at any arbitrarily chosen invariant cross-section (2.33). The first

equation out of (2.32) shows that these trajectories are inter-

sections of the planes X ~ Ccm ̂ X with a chosen elliptical cone

and the orthogonal mapping of the phase diagramme appearing on

the cone onto the horizonthal plane Yi „ H. (from above) looks

like it is shown in Fig.5. In the shaded cross-like region

containing the coordinate axes, the considered first approximation

-1T-

is not applicable, i.e., at least one of the inequalities (2.30),

(2.31) is violated. The radius of the central spot in this region

is of the order of 1/3, the width of the band along the axis

is of the order of 2/3 and the width of the band along the axis

depends of the parameter Q, and is given by the expression

S.fl̂  / ^ vT-l- ̂  but does not exceed 2/3. The large dot-like

circumference is the intersection of the plane X,M with the

quantum boundary. The latter is a cylindrical surface with the

equation

i
( 2 . 3 4 )

— Wx'where £. — YY\sL • Thus, the radius of the quantum boundary

is a value of the order of a million, i.e., huge in comparison with

the above given widths of the shaded region.

Now we have all necessary data on the qualitative behaviour

of inflationary trajectories on each invariant cross-section.

Actually from the previous analysis we know that in the shaded

band along the axis X a 1 1 phase diagrammes of the type given

in Fig.5 are glued together with the diagramme of the flat model

along the inflationary separatrices S^p and S^ p .Consequently,

all trajectories of the invariant cross-sections entering this :

band sharply turn to the centre and, accompanying these separatrices

experience near them a long-term inflationary regime, exactly like

it happens in the flat Friedmann model. In [1] it has been pointed

out that a trajectory experience a sufficiently long-term inflation

only when it comes into the vicinity of the separatrices at a

distance from the centre of the phase diagramme not less than

iXl'""'' G ~T" 8 (which means \df 1 r*j ̂>tY\ p*"7" HVrLo )• Thus, all

trajectories of Fig.5 contained within the band around the axis U

-18-



of the width of about 15 units will be unfavourable. Since the

shaded band along the axis Vl , where the applicability condi-

tions of our approximation may be violated, has the width of only

about a unit, it contains only unfavourable trajectories irrespec-

tive of the details of their behaviour. This circumstance deprives

us of the necessity to analyse the approximation proceding after

(2.31) inside the indicated band.

So, we have shown that the three-dimensional phase space of

the dynamical system (2.8) can be represented as a packet of an

infinite number of two-dimensional cone-like invariant cross-

sections glued together along the two inflationary separatrices

of the flat model. These separatrices in each cross-section act as

attractors in complete analogy to the flat model. One may say that

the separatrix contour Sj, \ Sj forms a stable one-dimensional knot

for all two-dimensional trajectories of the system (2.8).

Estimate now the ratio of the number of unfavourable trajecto-

ries to the total number of integral curves in the studied model.

As has already been said, as the initial manifold we take the

quantum boundary (2.34), i.e., a cylindrical semi-infinite surface

located inside the upper half of the cone ?: = X. +-Mt

Each point of the quantum boundary gives birth to one trajecto-

ry which tends inside the cylindre (2.34) and never comes back, to

its surface. Actually, it entails from (2.8) that(/-j"4 )~~624*"'

at " 2 ^ 0 this derivative is negative, i.e., all trajectories

intersect the cylindrical surfaces X + U =-COIflS"t. only in the

directions of their interiors. For (2.34) to serve as the Cauchy

surface, it is necessary that each mapping should necessarily start

on it. In our case this requirement is not obeyed due to the two-

dimensional bunch of integral singular curves with the initial

-19-

Construct now two planes X — ~f_ X o • where )(or^i £ •— §>

These planes will cut out on the quantum boundary two vertical

infinite bands of the width of about 15 units each. It is clear

from the previous analysis that all trajectories starting in the

points of these bands will be unfavourable, and the remaining points

of the quantum boundary will give birth to trajectories with a

sufficiently long-term inflationary regime. The sought for ratio

will now be identical to the relation of the sum of areas of these

bands to the area of the whole surface of the quantum boundary,

which amounts to the doubled width of the band (about 30 units),

divided by the length of the circumference of the transverse

cross-section of the cylindrical surface, i.e., by the value

'to JvT />_• iLO ftl hi • This brings us to the estimate

number of unfavourable solutions
number of all solutions

3. Isotropic Friedmann models

Isotropic homogenous models with the metric

and the potential ^ =

system:

-1

the theory (1.1) lead to a dynamical

_ _ -
(continued from page 18j

asymptotics (2.22). Part of them (ij- (*foi< Vi/ fapttl ">
 a r e entirely

located inside the quantum boundary without having a single common

point with it. However, in comparison with a set of all trajectories

(having a two-dimensional Cachy surface) one two-dimensional bunch

(with a one-dimensional Cachy manifold) has a zern measure and its

influence on our estimates can be neglected.
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(3.2)

and one additional constraint on it:

where .
OU/(X ~ H

In terms of variables of (2.7) Eqs.(3.2) yield

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

and the constraint (3.3) shows in which regions of the phase

space ^-,^it trajectories of this or that model are located

flat model ( * ~ O ) (3.6)

open model ( K = ~ "1 ) (3.7)

closed model { K = i > (3.8)

The coinpAiit phase diagramme in terms of the coordinates

P , 6 , Y a nd all possible types of solutions have been

described in [3]. The further procedure is identical to the one

described in Sect.2. By means of the spherical coordinates it is

easy to make sure that in the region (2.30 ) ,(2.31) Eqs.(3.5)

may be approximately replaced by the system:

9. n . i,

whic allows for two-dimensional invariant cross-sections of the

form

(3.10)

where D is an arbitrary constant. It is easy to imagine these

cross-sections if to loo at Fig.6 (it is taken from [1]). This

Figure shows the boundary of the compactified phase space of the

system (3.5), i.e., the surface of the solid sphere j 5 - A

together with all nonphysical trajectories on it. Equations for

these trajectories in terms of angular variables Qy U/ is the

relation (3.10) in terms of spherical coordinates. For the diagramme

of Fig.6 to overlap the surface of the sphere, it is necessary to

identify with each other the edges of the diagramme y = 0 and

4^ •= A l t • t o identify all points of the upper edge 0 = 0

with the Northern pole \f , and all the points of the lower

edge V~ J U - with the Southern pole J_ . Now choose any

trajectory on the surface of the sphere and construct a radius-

vector from the centre of the sphere into each point of this

trajectory. The cone-like surface formed by the contructed radius-

vectors will be one of the invariant cross-sections (3.10) in

compact picture. Like in Sect.2, Eq.(3.10) should be modified in

the vicinity of the plane\{and with the successive terms of the

expansion taken into account, it is shown that all exact cross-

sections in this region are glued with the cone 2 — X "̂ ̂f

along its inflationary separatrices. Note that we confine our

study to only the upper half of the sphere ( 3? *> O )

associated with expansion.

The case of the open model does not require any new research

since it is similar to the case of the anisotropic 1-type model

studied in Sect.2. At D <. O Eq.(3.10) describes cone-like

surfaces filling in the interior of the cone H. ^ X ^" VI >
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i.e., the phase space (3.7) of the open model. Farther procedure

follows the analysis of Sect.2 almost literally and brings us to

the same estimate (2.35) for the share of unfavourable solutions.

The case of the closed model is more complicated. Above all,

it proves that in the phase space (3.8) of this model there are

two bunches of invariant cross-sections having nothing to do

with inflationary separatrices ^ F and Sjjp of the flat model.

These are the cross-sections whose traces on the infinitely remote

boundary <p = ^ (see Fig.6) are contained within the contours

C ' K ^-l^-t a n d ^-Zi h^l^-Jj * M 1 t r a J e c t o r i e s o n these

cross-sections pass far from the separatrices -X) P and b^ R an(i

experience no inflation. The remaining cross-sections, as is seen

from Fig.6, are glued together with the inflationary separatrices,

and the behaviour of the trajectories on them is qualitatively iden-

tical to the one described in the ̂ ffViOUjfnodels.

Now let us find traces of noninflationary cross-sections on

the quntum boundary. If K-^vflTtpJ ffLjIn. is a radius of

the quantum boundary, the invariant surfaces (3.10) intersect

with the quantum boundary along the curves with the equations:

A - C3.ll)

Kq ) and this surface

The quantum boundary in the closed model is the side surface of

a cylindre of a limited height ( 0 i? "2

is given in Fig.7. Traces of noninflationary invariant cross-

sections are contained in the two shaded regions onto which the

regions contained within the contours Cik^CjC,, and C» K, Cj Ci

given in Fig.6, are projected. The curve, confining these regions

is described by Eq . ( 3 .11) at t) - (S//^) . The total area 5 Q of

the shaded regions is given by the expression

-23-
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Of the quantum boundary is

(3.12)

The total area Oc

i><̂, - £H\ K« (3.13)

However, the ratio S 0 / S q ,
 w i l 1 not correctly describe the share

of unfavourable trajectories. The thing is that in the closed

model for the expansion stage the Cauchy surface does no' coincide

with the quantum boundary since the Cauchy surface also contains the

region of the plane 2 = C through whichVtrajectories can

come from below from the points of the regular minimum of the

scale factor inside the cylindre >(-4-4 < Rq . This region on

the plane Z — Q is restricted by the constraints

1 JL n 1' ^
(see [1]) and X + ^ <T kL • i.e. consists of two circular

sectors with the total area A o '.

A S ^ if T ^ v (3-i4)
Thus, for the closed model instead of (2.35) we get the estimate

number of unfavourable solutions
number of all solutions (3.15)
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Fig. 2

Fig .2. - Orthogpnal mapping of the phase diagramme of the flat

Friedmann model onto the horizonthal plane

( a) - coordinates ^ j H • b^ " compact coordinates % H ).

Fig. 3

Fig.3 - Approximate phase diagramme of the flat model at large

scales within the quantum boundary (_ A L / L ^ g ^ ~ Hv/Hl-J t

I .
a:

I

?>. and - inflationary separatrices ,

at
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